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OVERVIEW

Proof of Activity Report
Women-led Tech Trade Mission to Dublin, Ireland June 18th- 23nd, 2018
The Information Technology Association of Canada (ITAC) wishes to acknowledge, with great
appreciation, GOA’s invaluable support of our recent Women-led Tech Trade Mission to Dublin,
Ireland. As this Report indicates, delegate feedback underscores both the usefulness of the trip
as well as the extent of the need for future such initiatives in support of women ICT
entrepreneurs.
As Canada’s national ICT business association, the Information Technology Association of
Canada (ITAC) champions the development of a robust and sustainable digital economy in
Canada, inclusive of all. A vital connection between business and government, ITAC provides its
members with the advocacy, networking and professional development services that help them
to thrive nationally and compete globally.
A prominent advocate for the expansion of Canada’s innovative capacity, ITAC encourages
technology adoption to capitalize on productivity and performance opportunities across all
sectors. A member-driven not-for-profit, ITAC has served as the authoritative national voice of
the $170 billion ICT industry for over 60 years. More than 36,000 Canadian ICT firms create and
supply goods and services that contribute to a more productive, competitive, and innovative
society. The ICT sector generates over one million jobs directly and indirectly and invests $4.9
billion annually in R&D – more than any other private sector performer.
ITAC has conducted missions to the UAE and India encouraging over 30 ICT companies to
explore opportunities in these markets. Only ONE female-led company has participated in these
missions to date. By creating a mission specifically for women-led ICT SMEs, we believed we can
effectively demonstrate to female CEOs the importance of IBD to their growth and
sustainability. This trade mission was a valuable program to add to ITAC’s larger diversity project
supporting strong female leadership opportunities.
ITAC has worked with a group of women-led CEOs of ICT companies since 2008. ITAC supports
female entrepreneurs as they grow their businesses and helps them gain access to market,
capital and talent. Many of these emerging companies are now viable and competitive and are
looking to scale and grow their businesses internationally. Many have expressed interest in
better understanding the European market.
In Ireland, ITAC met the objective of this mission to provide women-led companies with a firsthand introduction to doing business in Europe and presented opportunities to meet potential
partners and customers. Ireland was attractive because it has become the global technology hub
of choice when it comes to attracting the strategic business activities of ICT companies, thus
earning Ireland its reputation as the heart of ICT in Europe.

Given ITAC’s longstanding commitment to supporting female entrepreneurs in their quest to
grow their businesses globally, Ireland offered an excellent learning opportunity and
environment to meet influential European companies with the prospect of future
collaborations. Through a two-day itinerary (included in this Report) supported by the Canadian
Trade Commissioner Service of the Embassy of Canada in Ireland, and a two-day international
technology conference (www.inspirefest.com) featuring over 60 speakers, many of whom were
female, and a 64 per cent/ 36 per cent female/male attendee split, our women entrepreneurs
were able to gain important insights and make many international contacts for future
collaboration (see delegate feedback below).
Headed by Denise Shortt, ITAC’s Vice President, Industry Development, the mission included the
following nine women CEOs/Founders:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maria-Theresa Andreachhi, Soar Media Group
Marsha Haynes, Keen Scientific Services
Dafne Canales Lees, Spartan Spark Inc.
Janice McDonald, The Beacon Agency and Founder, This Space Works
Nicole Mumford, AirGate Technologies Inc.
Lisa Owen (aka Elizabeth Delorme), Rent frock Repeat
Sarah Prevette, Future Design School
Bhavna Sehgal, Wish Me Inc.
Lory Troche, ICG ALTO Procure to Pay Platform as a Service – P2P

In this document, ITAC has included the following proof of activity: key highlights from delegate
reports on learnings, contacts and leads generated from the mission; the Embassy of Canada’s
itinerary; various screenshots of tweets capturing the event in progress; and a post-mission
press release. In addition, we have attached four presentations to our email cover note. These
slide decks were delivered to trade mission delegates and produced by Trinity College Dublin;
Enterprise Ireland; Philip Lee; and Morgan McKinley Group as referred to in the official itinerary.

DELEGATE LEARNINGS, CONTACTS, LEADS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Mission delegates were asked to submit brief reports on their experiences. Below is a selection
of key learnings. Participants echoed the need for such a female-focused tech trade mission.
Throughout the trip, business founders informally shared the challenges they have faced to date
in both trying to set up businesses and to grow them within a tech sector that is neither
especially welcoming nor appreciative of their potential and accomplishments as women tech
entrepreneurs. While delegates were almost unanimously satisfied with the trade mission
experience and greatly appreciated the emphasis on female entrepreneurs, it is important to
also include their recommendations for future such trade missions.

As this section further indicates, our Canadian delegates were industrious in meeting various
professionals in the Dublin ICT ecosystem, and in cultivating new relationships that, at the very
least, will be educational; in some cases, these relationships are already entering the contractual
stage. As well, the intimate nature of trade missions lends itself well to cross fertilization among
delegates themselves; consequently, several business collaborations have already evolved
despite returning to Canada only a few weeks ago.
In her own words …
Maria-Theresa Andreachhi, Soar Media Group Inc.
Summary of key observations
The Ireland trade mission educated female-led business owners in Canada on the benefits of
operating in Ireland. The trade mission also provided networking opportunities with various
businesses. Soar Media Group Inc. was specifically connected with the Bank of Ireland, a lead
that we requested ahead of the trade mission.
Canadian success stories stemming from the activity
Upon returning to Toronto, Soar Media Group Inc. has been in contact with three strong business
leads. Two leads stemmed from the networking sessions and one lead was from our request
prior to embarking on the trade mission. Of these three leads, we are currently creating a
contract to sign on one of the businesses and become their agency of record.
Action items or recommendations for follow-up
The mission provided a comprehensive overview of the business landscape within Dublin, as well
as access to any necessary resources or contacts needed should we decide to move operations
there.
Soar Media Group researched and request specific meetings with companies we felt could
benefit from our services, which helped make the trade mission even more fruitful and beneficial
for overall growth.
We also found it to be incredibly helpful and positive to speak with the other delegates on the
trade mission.
A list of key contact persons who were met, with their title and organization
1. Jacqui Mescell, Owner of HuggNote
2. Bhavna Sehgal, Owner of Wish Me app (delegate participating in the trade mission)
Contact details for Bank of Ireland and Dublin Airport were requested, however the Bank of
Ireland contact was provided the day before departure which made it difficult to book an inperson meeting. A conference call with Bank of Ireland occurred the Monday following the trade
mission.

Details of any leads gathered
• Morgan McKinley, a recruiting company who participated in a networking session, and
spoke during a presentation, is interested in connecting with Soar Media Group for their
launch in Toronto.
• HuggNote was met at Inspirefest and is currently looking at hiring Soar Media Group as
their agency of record.
• Wish Me app participated in the trade mission and may be interested in having Soar
Media Group help with the social media marketing of the app.
• Bank of Ireland was approached for social media consulting.

Marsha Keen, Keen Scientific Services, Inc.
Sufficient contacts and insights were gathered to provide both optimism and an action plan for
Keen Scientific Services, Inc. to move forward and expand its product and service offerings. The
mission was helpful for women entrepreneurs at various stages of development and ITAC
strongly recommends that it should continue as an annual endeavor.
Meetings
• One meeting was pre-arranged and held the day before the mission with Vamsidhar
Majji, Managing Director, GV Intergate Technologies, Ltd. to discuss possible
collaboration on solutions development.
•

Brief meeting with Siobhan Ni Chofaigh, CEO and Founder, Mint Tek Circuits and panel
member of Girls in Tech Dublin event who shared insights on selecting architects and
programmers for application development.

•

Brief meetings with mission co-attendees Janice MacDonald and Dafne Canales-Lees to
discuss funding sources and initiatives available for Canadian start-up companies. One
of the funding sources discussed was the Industrial Research Assistance Program (IRAP)
provided through the Government of Canada. This program provides funding, advisory
services, networking and linkages to support development and commercialization of
technologies.

Key Contacts Obtained
• Global Service Lead at the Dublin affiliate of a Top 5 global pharmaceutical company (for
industrial partnerships to drive application development and testing).
•

Two managing directors of Dublin-based recruitment firms who place employees in the
pharmaceutical industry (for partnerships on education solutions for newcomers to the
industry).

•

Head of Research and Development of a Dublin-based genomics start-up company (to
obtain insights on application development and industrial partnerships).

Dafne Canales Lees, CEO of Spartan Spark Inc.
I was able to connect with various entrepreneurs who have moved my company further already.
The conversations with venture capitalists and founders who have raised funds were extremely
insightful. One founder gave me feedback on my pitch; another showed me what she was doing
with ICOs and yet another gave me valuable advice on a unique project that came up after the
mission and gave advice on what I could charge for those services. I now can collaborate with
global leaders, tech founders and venture capitalists who will be featured on my podcast. I
continue to foster relationships with my Dublin connections via phone calls, text and social
media.
Key Contacts
•

Jacqui Meskell - CEO Hugnote - female tech founder

•

David Scalion - Venture Investment Leader NDRC - venture capitalist, advice on business

•

Julian Joly - Enterprise Relationship Manager LinkedIn

•

Bhavna Segal - CEO Wishme - female tech founder

•

Denise Shortt - ITAC - advisor

•

Santina Doherty - CEO Unravel - female tech founder, pitch feedback

•

Seth Smith - CEO Rocket Message, tech founder, advice on services

•

Bryan Landers - Backstage Capital, venture capitalist, advice on business

•

Collette McGowan - CEO Kollabro, female tech founder, ICO advice

•

Sibhan Chofaigh - CEO Mink Tek Circuits, advice on business

Janice McDonald, CEO of The Beacon Agency, This Space Works founder
The Women in Tech Trade Mission to Dublin was expertly led by Denise Shortt who was tireless
in her efforts to ensure positive outcomes for all participants. We had a solid program and
gained valuable insights into the market opportunities. I personally made important connections
that I believe will prove to be invaluable as I work to expand into this market and the rest of the
EU. Having the Ambassador host, us at the Residence offered additional networking that was
beneficial. The leadership of ITAC to offer this trade mission is so vital to the increased success of
women led companies and I thank you for your support of this initiative and hope you will
continue to offer this substantive programming going forward.
As a solid launch point for the whole EU market, it was important for me to come to Dublin on
this trade mission. The itinerary as planned offered a good intro into the tech landscape in
Dublin. I appreciate the leadership of ITAC to offer this program and found it both worthwhile
and beneficial.

There was a great mix of meetings and conversations. It was helpful to see Accenture Labs and
other venues because we were able to ask questions and get a real sense of what the business
environment is like in Dublin. We saw innovative spaces and saw the proximity of Google,
Facebook etc. to the accelerators and incubators. Because of the presence of the big companies,
recruiting talent is an issue and that was important to know. It can be hard for a startup to
compete with those global companies for talent.
The evening reception at the Ambassador’s Residence offered a great opportunity to network
with a variety of members of the business community. I made some solid connections and have
been in contact with some already. I plan to return to Dublin in the fall to continue to develop
opportunities for my company. Am interested in working with one of the banks to conduct
research on women entrepreneurs and see how the well-connected entrepreneurial ecosystem –
that is also well developed with useful information circulated and well understood by those in it –
compares to our national research on women entrepreneurs in Canada. I would also like to form
some strategic partnerships so that I can work with the Dublin tech ecosystem and link to
Canadian women entrepreneurs who are thinking about the EU.
My startup, This Space Works is seeking funding this fall and we are looking to expand. Seeing
Dublin and the thriving tech scene is helpful as we consider what expansion looks like. My cofounder had already been to Dublin the previous year, so it was important that I also get
connected in as we consider our global strategy. We will balance this with the many good
reasons to expand to Dublin and weigh it with the challenges around talent acquisition and other
issues as we consider our next steps.
As the Ambassador for women entrepreneurs for Startup Canada and as well as a recipient of
the Inspiring Fifty Award for women in tech in Canada, am particularly interested in the tech
startup community for women. The value of the trip is that it flushed out the opportunities and
highlighted the strong pathway already established for women entrepreneurs to launch and be
well supported in Dublin. Am continuing the conversation with each of those key members of the
ecosystem because there are many possibilities that we will consider for The Beacon Agency.
The Girls in Tech event, where I shared the Canadian perspective with the approximately 80
people in attendance was another great event. Met many entrepreneurs and, great to now know
Coral who started the chapter. I plan to reach out and meet in person on my return. Coral
Movasseli is the Managing Director of Girls in Tech/ DUBLIN. Joanne from First Names Group
and I have been in contact since my return to Canada. She has been very helpful, and we will
continue to stay connected.
Overall, the program was worthwhile for me to attend. Denise Shortt was an excellent trade
mission leader and I was happy to be able to participate. I was realistic about my goals – which
were to gain a first-hand understanding of the business landscape, gather new insights and form
deeper connections that will be invaluable when we return to the city with expansion plans.

Nicole Mumford, AirGate Technologies Inc.
Dogpatch Labs visit was highly valuable to learn about their model and strategy. Trinity College
visit was a highlight and extremely informative in terms of their partnership and codevelopment/strategic research approaches …. I will be continuing to keep an eye on that
program as we identify new lines of strategic development where co-development or leveraging
post graduate resources may be appropriate. The Girls in Tech event was outstanding. Great to
connect with the three leaders and learn from their experiences.
The ability to connect with other like-minded CEOs from Canada facing the same challenges and
to share experiences and learnings together was a substantial benefit for my business for growth
in Canada and abroad throughout the entire trip. I built several key relationships that will be
ongoing back in Canada.
Key learnings include: Strategic investment in Ireland as a gateway to EMEA region growth is
attractive for several reasons (tax, location, EU mobility for talent); To leverage opportunities
with Enterprise Ireland and similar vectors as well as to be able to compete for local talent in
tech, will need to invest in areas outside of Dublin (Galway, Sligo, Cork, Shannon areas etc.) –
better investment matching opportunities and tax credits; Trinity’s investment program is very
interesting and will be continuing to keep an eye on that program as we identify new lines of
strategic development where co-development or leveraging post graduate resources may be
appropriate.
Key contacts and leads: Trayc Keevans, Director, Morgan McKinley. Excellent, highly
knowledgeable resource for global trade and Canada-Ireland trade and resourcing. Will be
valuable contact as well for strategic hiring/resourcing; Seth Smith, CEO Rocket Message –
Rocket Message – extremely insightful e-commerce and entrepreneurial expertise; Siobhan
Chofaig, CEO Mint Tek – learnings from failure/shared experiences

Lisa Owen (Elizabeth Delorme), Rent frock Repeat
The tour of the [Accenture Innovation Centre] building helped me understand our future options
when we are scaling our IT development and supporting major retailers. Often as entrepreneurs
we feel the need to do everything on our own but companies like Accenture need real world
applications to apply their R&D to. They noted often on the tour that what they are doing is
limited as they are not thinking like entrepreneurs and their agility starts to slow down when
they are partnering only with big corporate companies. As we continue to sketch out our
operating and technical model we will now be thinking of partnering with Innovation Centres
such as the one at Accenture.

Secondly, part of our growth contains the development of a large logistics building. The Dock
itself contains thousands of sensors that are connected to a centralized Accenture owned IoT
platform, which helps people in the building understand how it is being and how they can
navigate the pace and collaborate with colleagues. The data and intelligence from this alone is
something that we could tap into when we are building our logistics facility and will go a long
way in ensuring efficiencies and better workflows. Just knowing this building exists and getting
the opportunity to tour made this trade mission worthwhile.
Dogpatch Labs: Startup Hub
As the CEO of a startup with no exporting and international experience, the tour of Dogpatch
Labs underscored the resources available to us when entering new markets. Dogpatch acts as
the bridge between startups and established companies (Coca-Cola was using the space when
we toured). Given our B2B focus going forward, having connected with the team at Dogpatch
gives me the confidence that when we do establish ourselves in the European and Middle East
market that we have a team that would assist us in ramping up our efforts that much more
quickly and would also connect us to local talent.
Finally, Dogpatch’s involvement with the Google for Entrepreneurs network ensures that we are
getting the most up to date best practices in the startup hub community.
Trinity College Dublin
Interesting to note the resources available through Trinity, specifically research data that is
available. Great resource to know about.
Embassy of Canada: Information Session
Although most of the information for any of these sessions can be found on the internet,
immersing yourself with those that do this daily was the real value in this session. Finding out
specifically “why Ireland” was also key. From the tech ecosystem and talent, the geo location to
reaching other EU countries and the middle east from an English-speaking base and of course,
the long-term advantage of a great corporate tax, it is clear from our session why Ireland should
be considered before any other European country. Seeing all this first-hand through the other
sessions helped internalize it and this info session helped us understand where to get started
when we are ready.
Toured retail centers to find companies unique to Dublin or global retail companies with a local
presence. Knowing who is there, what kind of presence they have, price points and watching
customer traffic gave me a better sense of who we could approach with our platform once we
are ready to export. Toured retailers such as:

1) & Other Stories (H&M) – Global Brand
2) Marks and Spencer
3) Brown Thomas (Irish Retailer) – runs Create event that focuses on Irish designers. Would
have been a long road to find them without the trade mission.
4) Louis Copeland (Irish Retailer)
These are potential future customers, so it was important to see how they were competing with
other mass retailers globally.

Bhavna Sehgal, Wish Me Inc.
I am very glad to have been part of the women led trade-mission to Ireland. It gave me the
opportunity to meet other Canadian and Irish founders and brainstorm various ideas for
collaborations and help other founders with issues they might be dealing with. From the
Canadian side (Denise Shortt), the trade-mission was very well organized. And I would really like
to be part of the trade mission to US and UK (if one is being organized).
Overall, the trade mission to Ireland was an eye-opening experience for me as I discovered the
following:
1. Ireland is a perfect gateway to launching my product in the UK (biggest market for
greeting cards)
2. Ireland has a very active technology hub with a lot of support from the government to
tech start-ups.
3. The role that Enterprise Ireland plays in supporting the tech industry is something that
Canada can adopt to better support to early stage tech start-ups
Potential collaborations:
1. I met Hamesh Urquhart, founder of Party Wizz that is working on a vendor marketplace
for party supplier and party hosts and I am going to be reaching out to him in the Fall to
assess an opportunity to collaborate.
2. I am also going to reach out to Audrey Crosbie, responsible for collaborations with Trinity
College, to evaluate a potential partnership
3. Lastly, I will be applying to Backstage capital for early stage funding – I met a contact
person for backstage capital at InspireFest18.

Denise Shortt, VP – Industry Development, ITAC
Ambassador’s Residence contacts:
•

Tracy Keogh, Innovation Community Manager at Bank of Ireland.

•

Blaithin O'Donnell, Air Canada, Ireland
o blaithin.odonnell@aircanada.ca

•

Joanne McEnteggart, Managing Director First/Names Group
o www.firstnames.com
o joanne.mcenteggart@firstnames.com

•

Eoghan Ryan, Social Impact Manager, Social Innovation Fund
o eoghan@socialinnovation.ie

Lory Troche, ICG ALTO Procure to Pay Platform as a Service – P2P
To better assess the market opportunity ICG took advantage of the opportunity to be part of the
ITAC mission to Ireland in June 2018. During our visit we were able to learn critical market
information related to: tax benefits; corporate legal insights for CAN companies interested in
doing business in Ireland; funding opportunities available; ICT Ecosystem and opportunities.
There is a significant opportunity to expand operations to Ireland and the rest of the EU. The
current market conditions driven by the European Commission published Directive 2014/55/EU,
promotes the uptake of electronic invoicing in public procurement. This directive is to be
incorporated into national law in each member state no later than 27 November 2018. All public
entities are mandated to become e-invoice ready.
Ireland is an innovation hub. The Startup ecosystem is booming and there are tons of
opportunities for entrepreneurs and companies willing to open an office in Ireland. Ireland’s
geographical location and English language capabilities also position Ireland as the perfect
location for penetrating the European market. There are, however, a few cons regarding Ireland:
Government (Ireland) funding requires that at least one founder relocates to Ireland. Relocating
is a particularly difficult challenge to overcome and there are data security regulation
complexities (what data can be stored, shared and how).

The following contacts were made in Ireland:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

John Coolican – Accenture Innovation Hub. ICG sent a presentation and will be
submitting an application.
Zile Sibs – Potential local representation (sales)
PEPPOL (Pan European Public Procurement Online) – ICG was referred to a Canadian
certified company (LBMX) to be able to integrate with the government agency to
become certified
David Seller – Creative Director at XPO Team.
Alexa Gorman – SVP SAOP iO Fund & Foundry at SAP (InspireFest)
Bharat Krish – Co-Founder &CEO at RefineAI (InspireFest)
Tim Leberecht – Co-Founder and Co-CEO, The Business Romantic Society
Lorraine Carter – Persona Branding
Yuka Nagashima – Global Advisor Board Member, Astia Group

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE TRADE MISSIONS
Bhavna Seghal: I feel that Industry connections for my respective business within Ireland would
have been very useful. In addition, the complete Canadian delegation should have been invited
to the networking session with investors. Only four businesses were, and I am not sure what
criteria was used to select the four businesses. So, for next time around I would ask that Industry
connections be made within the country that we are traveling to. And the whole delegation be
part of networking events in the destination country.
Recommendations to help early stage start-ups based on learnings from trade mission to Ireland:
1. In addition to helping expose women led start-ups to opportunities in other countries,
ITAC’s membership would benefit from the following activities by ITAC
a. Lobby for early stage start-up funding from the government
b. Help connect start-up founders to Industry leaders that can help / support
product development and exposure in market
c. Help with pitches to potential retailers (strategic partners)
2. The government of Canada should explore what Enterprise Ireland is doing in terms of
helping women – led businesses and start-ups in general.

Sarah Prevette: I applaud the vision and effort of the ITAC team in trying to coordinate such a
mission – and for recognizing the need in helping Canadian companies go international.
Hopefully, in future endeavors, the government folks in the destination country will be more
interested in assisting the entrepreneur delegation … No requested meetings with the [Irish]
government were coordinated … [and I] found the government hosts (based in Dublin) to be
unhelpful … and condescending.

TRADE MISSION ITINTERARY

Information Technology Association of Canada (ITAC)
Dublin, Ireland
19-22 June 2018

Tuesday, 19 June
0930 - 1100

John Coolican, Innovation Senior Principle
Accenture Innovation Centre (The Dock)
7 Hanover Quay, Grand Canal Dock, Dublin 2
“Accenture’s Innovation Centre in Dublin is a global hub for an entirely
novel approach to solving business problems. This R&D lab is a
destination for Accenture clients globally with specializations in design
expertise, cognitive computing, Internet of Things, advanced analytics,
security and digital marketing.”

Lunch
1330-1430

Jake Philips
Membership and Community Manager
Dogpatch Labs
The CHQ Building, Custom House Quay
Dublin 1, Ireland
“Dogpatch Labs is a startup hub, located in the historic CHQ Building
and in the heart of Dublin’s Digital Docklands. Our mission is to
accelerate the development of Ireland’s startup ecosymstem by
providing a valuable community from where you can grow, share
knowledge and form connections.”
Walk to Trinity College Dublin

1530-1645

Audrey Crosbie (Industry Liaison Manager, Trinity Research and
Innovation, O’Reilly Institute) and Leonard Hobbs
Trinity Research and Innovation, Trinity College Dublin
- information session on accelerator programs and the three
Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) research centres.
Free time and delegates make their own way to the Ambassador’s
Residence

1800 - 2030

Networking Reception with local contacts and industry stakeholders
(22 Oakley Road, Ranelagh)
Hosted by H.E. Kevin Vickers, Canadian Ambassador to Ireland

Wednesday, 20 June
0930-1200

Information session about doing business in Ireland
Embassy of Canada
7/8 Wilton Terrace, 3rd Floor, Dublin 2 map
- John Roxburgh, Senior Trade Commissioner, Canadian Trade
Commissioner Service in Ireland. He spoke about CETA and the
TCS.
- Sophie O’Connor, Associate, Philip Lee Solicitors. Information
about the EU General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR)
- Coffee break
- Trayc Keevans, Morgan McKinley, Doing business in Ireland.
- Aisling Ahern, Enterprise Ireland. EI Female Entrepreneurship
program.
- Coral Movasseli, Girls in Tech
- Kevin Carrol, IDA.

Free time

Delegates are free to arrange business-to-business meetings

4-6pm

Inspirefest – early registration available for those with the time to do
so.

1845 - 2130

Girls in Tech (Git) event
Intercom
18-21 St. Stephen’s Green
3rd Floor
Dublin 2
[Tickets will be provided by the Trade Commissioner Service]
“Girls in Tech (GIT) is a global non-profit focused on the engagement,
education and empowerment of girls and women who are passionate
about technology. Adriana Gascoigne founded GIT in 2007 to create a
support framework to help women advance their careers in STEM
fields.
Today, GIT aims to accelerate the growth of innovative women entering
the high-tech industry and building startups. We achieve this through
the creation of proprietary, innovative programming and strategic
global partnerships.”

Thursday/Friday 21-22 June
Inspirefest
Bord Gais Energy Theatre map
Find a copy of the scheduled events here
“Inspirefest is a unique international festival of technology and the arts.
The main two-day conference takes place at Bord Gais Energy Theatre
in Dublin’s Silicone Docks.”

A SELECTION OF TRADE MISSION TWEET SCREENSHOTS

ITAC FINAL TRADE NEWS ARTICLE

ITAC Industry Insider Newsletter
July 12, 2018

First ever women-led tech trade mission to Ireland huge success;
leads to new approaches to assisting entrepreneurs in gaining
business through EU
As part of our commitment to encouraging the development of international
business development strategies, and to the exploration of new markets among ICT
companies, ITAC supported a women-led mission to Dublin, Ireland, June 18-22,
2018. Participants were also able to attend the 2018 Inspirefest Dublin, as part of
the mission.
The objective of the mission was to provide women-led companies
with a first-hand introduction to doing business in Europe (the
European Union/ EU) and how to meet potential partners and
customers. Participants met with influential European companies
and contacts, to expand their international business prospects. Only
female CEOs or Co-CEOs qualified.
ITAC received financial support from Global Affairs Canada’s Global
Opportunities for Associations (GOA) program. Nine participants,
along with ITAC’s Vice President of Industry Development, Denise
Shortt, met with leaders in the European ICT ecosystem in Dublin,
Ireland.

Participants with His Excellency Kevin
Michael Vickers, Ambassador of
Canada to Ireland.

Participants visited: the Accenture Innovation Centre
(The Dock), Dogpatch Labs, Trinity College Dublin, the
Ambassador's Residence for a networking session; an
information session about doing business in Ireland at
the Embassy of Canada and a Girls in Tech event. This
was followed by Inspirefest and included an investor
event.
Participants receive a tour of
Dogpatch Labs in Dublin,
Ireland.

“We had a solid program and gained valuable insights

into the market opportunities,” explained trade-mission
participant Janice McDonald, The Beacon Agency (Ottawa,
ON). “It was expertly led by Denise Shortt who was tireless in her efforts to ensure
positive outcomes for all participant, and I personally made important connections
that I believe will prove to be invaluable as I work to expand into this market and the
rest of the EU. Having the Ambassador host us at the Residence offered additional
networking that was beneficial. Finally, the leadership of ITAC to offer this trade
mission is so vital to the increased success of women-led companies.”
Agreeing, Dafne Canales Lees, CEO of Spartan Spark Inc. (Calgary, AB), said that the
mission to Dublin was extremely beneficial to her business. “I was able to connect
with various entrepreneurs who have moved my company further already. The
conversations with venture capitalists and founders who have raised funds were
extremely insightful. One founder gave me feedback on my pitch; another showed
me what she was doing with ICOs; and yet another gave me valuable advice on a
unique project that came up after the mission and gave advice on what I could
charge for those services. I now have the opportunity to collaborate with global
leaders, tech founders and venture capitalists who will be featured on my podcast. I
will continue to foster these relationships with my Dublin connections via phone
calls, text and social media.”
Why Ireland?

Ireland has become the global technology hub of choice when it comes to attracting
the strategic business activities of ICT companies. This has earned Ireland the
reputation for being the heart of ICT in Europe.
• Two-way merchandise trade with Ireland amounted to $2.4 billion in
2016, making it Canada’s twelfth largest exporting and ninth largest
importing partner in the European Union (EU)1. Canada is Ireland’s eighth
largest trading partner outside the EU.2

1
2

Statistics Canada
Central Statistics Office, Ireland

•
•
•
•

Ireland’s GDP per person is ranked second in the EU, far ahead of the
neighboring United Kingdom.3
Ireland is the fourth largest recipient in the EU of Canada foreign direct
investment; among EU countries, the Irish are the seventh largest EU
direct investors in Canada.
As of 2015, Ireland is ranked 18th out of 190 countries for its ease of
doing business in the "World Bank Doing Business 2017 Report.
Although Ireland has a relatively small population of 4.77 million (2016),
it is recognized as a country that has a wide global reach and an impact
that far exceeds its size. Indeed, Ireland’s ability to attract multinational
firms and major investments is viewed as a model by many other
countries.

ITAC has had a long-standing commitment to supporting female entrepreneurs
particularly in their quest to conduct business globally as well as to scale and grow
their businesses.
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